
LEARNING ZONE
Technology

With increasing levels of photographic technology being constantly thrown 
at us, our generation are becoming ‘professionals’ at a faster pace than ever 
before. Though one question still remains unanswered. How..?
Having experienced it first-hand, Grace Pulford explains.

A generation of born photographers?

As a young pho-
tographer, I 
have clearly 
used technolo-

gy within my photos. To 
answer the question of 
which one, my phone. But 
nowadays, it’s simply not 
enough to state that. When 
it comes to my trustwor-
thy Samsung Galaxy S5, 
I know that technology is 
helping me out. But with-
out it I wouldn’t be holding 
the levels of admiration I 
have for my photos right 
now. As an amateur pho-
tographer and journalism 
student, I know I still have 
a lot to learn about this art. 
During my introduction to 
Adobe Photoshop in the 

early development of this 
passion, I was better at los-
ing track of all the editorial 
tools on offer than actually 
using them. I didn’t blame 
myself: from tools that 
adjust colour tone, cut-
ting separate image ele-
ments, removal of hazes, 
to addition of blur effects, 
the whole package deal of 
it introduced that rush of 
anxiety inside me. Having 
walked out with severe in-
formation overload, I can’t 
really agree that technolo-
gy actually helps amateur 
photographers broaden 
their limated experience in 
this art: many of the tools 
and software available to-
day are highly advanced. 

Adobe Lightroom links to 
Photoshop and allows pho-
tos to be ‘easily’ organised 
and shared via Photoshop, 
it can somewhat mislead 
and often be hard to tell 
them both apart for their 
intended purposes. 
On the opposite side of 
the spectrum though, I 
think of my first weapon 
for success: my Smart-
phone. Try testing yourself 
by adjusting the tone on 
one and place them next 
to each other. After that, 
cover original one up and 
look at the altered photo: 
what perspective does it 
give now? Does it look 
more like mist, or a winter 
sunrise? The effect tools on 

my phone were what asked 
those questions. In fact, 
it’s most interesting to see 
what just playing around 
with the tools can do to 
vary the entire atmosphere. 
From what I have wit-
nessed, phones are allow-
ing amateur photographers 
to take professional-stand-
ard photos without learn-
ing their craft. Back when 
darkrooms were in con-
stant use photographers un-
able to see any photos until 
the end of the development 
process. Now we can see 
them instantly. We have 
magazine adverts with 
full pages for endless lens 
options alongside the long 
lists with their prices. I

Left A frosty park field in 
the heart of Deal, Kent 
at 8am on news years 
day- Samsung Galaxy S5 
smartphone

Right The very same photo 
shot of the frosty new 
years day morning field 
with the tone altered using 
the enhancement tools 
within my Samsung Gal-
axy S5 smartphone
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Intelligence, Mother Nature or both?
Of course, the quality of any photo comes down to what technology has been 
involved- but as lectured about many times before, no two experiences are ever 
the same. As impossible as it is to settle this debate, there is proof that Mother 
Nature has her role in this theory...

FROM THE PROFESSIONALS
There is a difference between digital photography and dig-
ital image making. The end product in digital photography 
is the print and always will be. The end product in digital 
image making is displaying the image on a monitor. Tech-
nology and software is available to both beginners and 
professionals.

Yes I encourage beginners to use technology to TAKE 
shots. I then would say for them not to rely on editing 
software, if the shot did not come out… look at why? Was 
it the light? The film speed to fast? Software should be for 
touching up, slight tweaking or fixing or making dramatic 
editing changes that could not be done on the shoot itself.

When it comes 
to any final-
ized photo, we 
are often left 

judging whether the effects 
of technology have taken 
control or if it’s down to 
what the great outdoors has 
to offer. I fall into this trap 
too but is it really as bad as 
we think? 
As usual, I was out on anoth-
er one of my afternoon walks 
with the hopes of returning 
home with some photos that 
made me proud to be out that 
day. I’m no professional yet 
but I am a perfectionist. I’d 
rather have one outstanding 
photo alone than a mediocre 
set. 
This glorious weather sprung 
that metaphorical lightbulb 
from my head: Around 
November last year I tripped 

over the focus tool within 
my Samsung GalaxyS5. I 
feel it always forces you to 
pin-point your eyes on the 
clear, sharp part of it which 
is also sometimes the most 
enchanting part. However, 
I can’t say it was all my 
phone’s work that made this 
photo look this dynamic. It 
was the luscious weather 
that brought me out in the 
first place. But walking past 
a row of trees that sit less 
than a five minute walk away 
from my house meant that I 
could  brush up on the focus 
tool without blinding the
veiwer or damaging my 
phone’s camera. Once I 
returned home though, it 
revealed much more than I 
ever anticipated. I understand 
in my experience that in the 
open it’s not always possible

haven’t even considered 
lenses myself yet. Why? 
In my eyes, all a beginner 
should focus on their pho-
tographic device itself.

to see the final result as clear-
ly. At home though, it was a 
completely different story: 
I was astonished at how my 
Sangsung Galazy S5 managed 
to capture something as hard 
as a sun gaze at such a high 
resolution. 
When a journey like this one 
results in a photo that warms 
your heart with pride and 
achievement, it has proved to 
me that technology can by no 
means be a negative thing.

Below Evening 
sun gazing 
through the tree 
branches of Deal 
park, kent- Sam-
sung Galaxy S5 
smartphone


